
MINI SIZE 

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE



Introducing the Salsa M2 Mini Red Line 

- when maximum performance and size 

matter.

Pure Speed - Red line the speed gauge with 

high-torque 10kph motors and traction control technology 

ensuring you’re always in control.

Pure Agility - Access all areas with a super slim 52cm 

base, it’s the narrowest mid-wheel drive performance 

powered wheelchair in the world!

Pure Style - Beautifully designed, a sleek matt black 

chassis and base are perfectly complemented by red trim 

on the upholstery, springs and details.

Pure Luxury - Take a seat and experience true luxury 

with our top of the range seating, the JAY Comfort. 

NEW SALSA M2 

MINI RED LINE

DON’T COMPROMISE.



PURE INDOOR AGILITY

With its slim base of just 52cm, the Salsa M2 Mini Red 

Line is the narrowest high-performance mid-wheel-drive 

powered wheelchair in the world,  providing you with 

unparalleled indoor agility.

Restaurants, shops, or at home - condensed layouts are easy to negotiate with 

the super-narrow Red Line.

Access through floor lifts and hoists - where other powered wheelchairs might 

be too big or heavy. The Red line is narrower and lighter (from just 100kg) than any 

other mid-wheel-drive performance powerchair on the market. 

Be in the driving seat - Easily access Wheelchair Adaptive Vehicles (WAVs) and 

comfortably sit under the steering wheel with the Salsa M2 Mini Red Line’s 

ultra-low seat to floor height, anti-pitch technology and narrow dimensions.  

52cm



LED lights and indicators

10kph motors

6 wheel independent suspension

PURE OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE 

Highly-advanced, proven technology that’s finely engineered 
for outdoor performance. 

10kph motors make easy work of slopes of up to 8° and kerbs of up to 3”, whilst integrated 

Gyroscopic technology works like traction control keeping you on the straight and 

narrow by auto-correcting any deviations on gradients and Quickie’s patented all-wheel 

suspension absorbs all those bumps to give you a smooth and stable ride over slopes and 

challenging terrain. 

With the same mid-wheel-drive technology as the original Salsa M2 Mini your weight is 

positioned directly over the drive wheel – maximising traction and providing a safe driving 

position.

With Gyro Control ModuleWithout Gyro Control Module



The Salsa M2 Mini Red Line is transit 

tested in accordance with ISO 7176-19 and 

approved for transportation in a vehicle. 

The tests are conducted with a four-point 

tie-down system.



PURE STYLE 

Beautiful, sleek and refined design means the 
Red Line has the most minimalistic and modern 

style.

Experience a new level of style with the Quickie Salsa M2 Mini Red 

Line. The matt black base, chassis, castor arms and upholstery are 

perfectly complemented by the red trimmed upholstery, springs and 

detailing.

PURE LUXURY

Take a seat on the NEW Quickie 

Salsa M2 Mini Red Line and 

experience true luxury. 

With our top of the range seating solution 

the JAY Comfort, enjoy a supportive, 

comfortable and speedy ride tailored to you. 



PURE CONNECTIVITY
Salsa M2 Mini Red Line boasts the option of the NEW LCD 

Advanced Joystick. Offering the ability to connect with your 
TV through Infra-Red or up to two bluetooth devices and one 

iOS device. 

// BLUETOOTH & I-DEVICES
 

Connect to a range of technology, including PCs, laptops, phones and tablets with your Joystick, 

exclusively available on the Salsa M2 Mini Red Line. It allows you to connect and take control of 

two Bluetooth and one iOS device. 

                         

// INFRA-RED                        
 

Control your home environment with the integrated Infra-Red technology, allowing you to connect 

to your TV, DVD and other devices giving you total control from the comfort of your chair. 

// QUICKIE PATENTED ASSIGNABLE BUTTONS  
 

Get super-quick access to commonly used commands by assigning them to any button on your 

joystick and assign second (long press) functions for total control at your fingertips. 



TECHNICAL DATA

Sunrise Medical Limited 

Thorns Road, Brierley Hill, West Midlands, DY5 2LD 

Tel: +44 (0) 845 605 66 88

E-mail: enquiries@sunmed.co.uk

www.SunriseMedical.co.uk

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, 

please refer to the order form on our website. All information is subject to 

change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any 

queries you may have. If you are visually impaired, this document can be 

viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.co.uk or alternatively it is 

available on request in large text.
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SALSA M2 MINI RED LINE

Max. user weight: 140kg (22 Stone) Battery size: 36Ah

Front & rear castor wheels: 180mm (7”) Solid Max. dynamic stability: 8° (Depending on options)

Drive wheels: 320mm (12.5”)
Seat width & overall width:

adult seat with standard armpads 

510mm (20”) - 630mm (25”)

480mm (19”) - 605mm (24”)

455mm (18”) - 580mm (23”) 

430mm (17”) - 555mm (22”)

405mm (16”) - 530mm ( 21”)

Seat width: 410 - 510mm (16” - 20”) Seat Depth: 410 - 510mm (16” - 20”)

Min turning radius: 700mm (27.6”) - with uni tyre hangers Max. kerb climbing: 70mm (3”)

Max. speed: 10kph (6mph) Colour choice: Matt Black

Max. range (ISO 7176-4): 23km (14 miles) Transport (ISO 7176-19): 4 point tie-down & Dahl docking system

Battery box to ground clearance: 65mm (2.5”) Chair weight:  97kg - 128kg  (Depending on options)


